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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to state and prove several results about groups which act on a hyperbolic 
space in the sense of Gromov. In [5,10,12,13], one finds some results about Kleinian groups, where 
a group acts on the classical hyperbolic space H”. Similar results are found in [9,14] about free 
groups, and in [ 1,3,4,1 l] some results about hyperbolic groups in the sense of Gromov. 
We state and prove several results about a group acting on a hyperbolic space where the 
subgroups are geometrically finite. In particular, we obtain some results about classical hyperbolic 
spaces and free groups, similar to the above mentioned references. 
Corollary 3.4, Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.15 are given for free groups in [ 141; Lemma 3.1 
and Theorem 4.4 are given for Poincare disk in [5]; Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.12 are given 
for hyperbolic space H” in [ 121 and [13]; and also Corollary 4.1, Theorem 4.8, Corollary 4.9, 
Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 4.13 are given for hyperbolic groups in [ 111. 
2. Background and notations 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. We say that X is a geodesic space if for any x, y E X, there 
exists an isometry from a closed interval of R to X such that its endpoints are x and y. 
Suppose that x, y7 w E X, then the Gromovproduct of x and y with respect to w is defined as 
(xly)w := ;[d(x, w) + d(y, w> - d(.s. ~11. 
For some 6 3 0, we say that the geodesic space (X, d) is 6-hyperbolic, if for any x, _v. z. w E .Y 
(.~IY)~ 3 min{(xlz),, (zIY)~] - 6. 
Also, we say that X is hyperbolic, if X is b-hyperbolic for some 6 3 0. 
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Let (X, d) and (Y, d) be metric spaces. A map f : X + Y is called a (h, c)-quasi-isometry, 
for some h > 0 and c 2 0, if for any x, y E X 
i d(x, y) - c < d(f(x), f(y)) < hd(x, y) + c. 
We say that f is a quasi-isometry, if f is a (h, c)-quasi-isometry for some (h, c). 
Let (X, d) be a hyperbolic space. A sequence {x~}~~M of points in X is said to converge to 
infinity, if for some (arbitrary) basepoint w E X 
lim (Xi IXj)w = CO. 
i,j-cc 
Let S,(X) denote the set of all sequences convergent to infinity, and define the relation 
We now define the boundary of X as 6’X := S,(X)/%. We say that {x~}~~M E S,(X) converges 
to x E ax, if class of {Xi}iew with respect to % is x, and we write xi + x. 
In order to put a topology on the set X := X U 8X, and also 8X, we first extend the Gromov 
product to the boundary as follows. For every x, y E X, we define 
(xlyjw := inf{ lim (xi IYi)w}3 
i-too 
where the infimum is taken over all pairs of sequences Xi + x and yi + y. 
Let 93 be the collection of subsets X consisting of 
i) the usual basis for the metric topology on X, 
ii) all sets of the form Nx,k := {y E X : (x[Y)~ > k}, for each x E 3X and k > 0. 
The set B is a basis for a topology on X, and this topology is not dependent on the basepoint w. 
Now, we state without proof some useful theorems on the hyperbolic spaces. 
Theorem 2.1. [4] Let (X, d) be a hyperbolic space. Then X and 8X G X are Hausdofl, compact 
and$rst countable topological spaces. 
Theorem 2.2. [4] Let X, Y be two proper (every closed ball is compact) and geodesic spaces 
and f : X + Y be a quasi-isometry. If Y is a hyperbolic space then 
(1) X is a hyperbolic space and f naturally induces a map af : 3X + a Y which is an 
embedding. 
(2) Moreover, if f is cobounded, i.e., there is a constant D 3 0 such thatfor any y E Y 
d(y, f GO) < D, 
then af is a homeomorphism. 
We often denote af by f and also by Theorem 2.2, we consider aX as a subspace of aY 
(under af ). 
Let I be the set of integers Z or the set of real numbers IR, X a hyperbolic space and f : I + X 
a quasi-isometry. We often say f is a quasi-geodesic and also, if al = {-co, +co}, the points 
af(+m) = f(+oo> and af(-co> = f(-co) arecalledtheendpointsof f. 
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Theorem 2.3. [4] Let (X, d) be a proper and 6-hyperbolic space. If CY, /I : I + X are tkt’o 
(A, c)-quasi-geodesic with the same endpoints, then there is a non-negative number 17, brhich 
depends on h * c, 6 with the following proper& 
Im(a) S H,(Im(B)> := {x E X : 3b E Im(/?). d(b. x) < q}. 
Theorem 2.4. [4] Let (X. d) be a proper hyperbolic space, thenfor eL,el?: pair of distinct points 
.Y. y E aX there exists a geodesic (in X) with endpoints x and y. 
3. Main lemmas 
We now introuduce some of important definitions which were introduced for the study of 
Kleinian groups. 
Definition. L,et (X, d) be a metric space and r a subgroup of the isometry group of X. We A 
jay that r acts properly discontinuously on X, if for every compact subset K of X, the set 
(y E r‘ : v(k) fl i # 0) is finite. 
Definition. L,et (X. d) be a hyperbolic space and let I- act properly discontinuously on X. We 
define the boundan, ofr (with respect to X) as follows 
ar := {v(xo) : y E r) n ax. 
where x0 is an arbitrary point in X. We also say r is non-elemental?j if card ar is greater than one. 
Definition. L,et (X. d) be a proper hyperbolic space and let r act properly discontinuously on 
X. We say r is geometrically$nite (with respect to X), if there exists a compact subset K of X 
such that 
qar) G rzc 
where rK is the set {y(x) : y E r, x E K} and c(ar) is the subset of X consisting of ail 
geodesics in X with the endpoints in ar. 
The above definition is introduced in [5] for studying the properties of the isometry group 
cjf Poincare disk and, indeed, it is a more genera1 concept than a quasi-convex subgroup in a 
hyperbolic group (see Proposition 5.2). 
We now state and prove two important and useful lemmas which are based on the properties 
of finite index and normal subgroups. 
Lemma 3.1. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d). rf 
I’I E r2 are two subgroups of r, and rl is non-elementary and geometrically$nite, then the 
jollowing conditions are equivalent 
(11 ar, = ar2, 
(2) L,(ard = arl,forall y E r2, where L, isdejinedas 
L,, : x -+ x. x t--, Y(X>Y 
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(3) [r* : ri] < co. 
Proof. (3) + (1) and (3) + (2): By definition of Gromov product, for every {x,,},,~N, {Y,~},~~N E 
S,(X) which satisfy the realation SUP,,~~ d(&, y,,) < 00, we have Ix,,),,&{~,~),~~N. Thus, by 
definition of the boundary, the proof follows. 
(1) + (3): By Theorem 2.4, there exists at least one geodesic a : ;Z + X with endpoints in ari. 
Since ri is geometrically finite, there is an element R E N such that c(6’ri) s riB(a(O), R). 
Let )/ be an arbitrary element of I’*. Since L, OQ! is a geodesic with endpoints in al?, = arz and 
I’i is geometrically finite, there exists an element yI E I’i such that d(L, oa(O), y1 ((~(0))) < R, 
therefore 
d(a(O), v%(~(O))) 6 R. (*) 
Since r acts properly discontinuously on X, we have 
N := card{q E r : d(o(O), q@(O))) < R) < co. 
By (*) and (**>, we have [r2 : r,] < N. 
(**) 
(2) =+ (1): This is proved by a similar argument to the above. 0 
Remark 3.2. By following of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we note that the following conditions and 
conditions of Lemma 3.1 are equivalent 
(4) There exists a subset A C ari, such that card A = 2 and Vy E r2, Lr(A) 5 ar,. 
(5) There exists a subset A 2 ari, such that card A > 2 and Vy E r2, L,(A) c ari. 
Remark 3.3. In Lemma 3.1, N is independent of rz but depends on r and r,. 
Corollary 3.4. Let r actproperly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d), and let 
rl be a non-elementary geometricallyjinite subgroup of r. Then there exists a maximal subgroup 
of r which contains rl and is ofjnite index. 
Proof. We define rmax := {v E r : L,(ar*) = ar,). Clearly ri g rmax is a subgroup of 
I+ and L,(arI) = aI’,, for all y E rmax. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.3, the assertion 
follows. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and ro 
be a non-elementary geometricallyjinite subgroup of r. For some element y E r, suppose that 
YroY-l C ro, then 
(1) L,(ar,) c ar,, 
(2) There exists an element N E Z - {0} such that yN E PO, 
(3) L,(wo) = L,-~(w,) = ar,, 
(4wro~-l = ro, 
(5) wo, Y) :: roi < 00. 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 2.4, there exists at least one (fixed) geodesic a : Z + X with endpoints 
in arc. Since ra is geometrically finite, there exists an element R E N such that L(aro) C 
roB(a(O), R). Therefore for any m E Z, there is an element j3m E r. such that 
d@(m), #&(~(O))) < R. 
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Also, since yTay_’ s To, there exists an element I], E TO such that VP, = qrnv. Because of 
lim ,,+*,d(cr(n), a(O)) = 00 and d(a(m), &(a(()))) 6 R, we have 
lim d(Q(O), B,I(a(0))) = ,i&mWd(a(.O). Blt(c@))) = 00. 11-*+lX 
Since r acts properly discontinuously on X, by y& = v,~)/ and the above, we have 
lim d(cr(O), rlrl(~(0))) = ,,>mWd(cy(0), n,,((~(o))) = co. 
r1++cc ~ 
Because X = X U 
)I- E aTo such that 
k!imx roll, + 
On the other hand, 
8X is compact, there exists a subsequence {Q,, JkCz of {n,,},lEz and q-. 
qlz ((Y (0))) = co and definition of Gromov product, we have 
,i!f,(yB,,(cr(o))Irlnl(Cl(0))).(ol = ,,I~~~(1/8m(~(0))I~m(~(O)))nco, = Cc). 
and from definition of aX , it follows that the endpoints of L, o ct are { qf, ~1~) G are. Then ( I ) 
follows from Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. 
(2) Let n E II. Using the definition of R, and looking at the geodesic LysI o a, there exists an 
element g,, E r. such that d(L,. o a(O). g,,(a(O))) < R. or 
d(~(o), v-“g,l(a!(O))) < R. 
Since r acts properly discontinuously on X, we have 
P := card (rj E r : B(a(O), R) n q(B(a(O), R)) # 0) < 00. 
Also, we obtain a finite number of yl, . , yp E r, such that for any n E N there exists an 
element 1 6 p,, 6 P where )/-“g,, = v,,,, . Thus, there exist elements i, j E N such that i # j, 
y-‘gj = yp, = vp, = y-‘gj, or )/jei = gig,-’ E ro, and (2) thus follows. 
(3) By yTov-’ c To, we have 
. . c y2roy-* c yroyl E ro. (*l 
and by (1) 
. . . c Ly2caro) E L,(ar,) E ar,. 
Also, by (2) and since L,(aro) = t3ro for all r] E ro, we have Ly~(aro) = ar,, or L, (ar,) = 
ar,. 
(4) This follows from (*) and (2). 
(5) By the definition of P, (2) and (4) we have [(ro, v) : r,] < P. El 
Remark 3.6. By definition of R and P (for a fixed geodesic (Y), the upper bound of [ ( To. y) : ro] 
and 4?40). W(W) d o not depend on y, and are only dependent on r and To. 
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4. Main theorems and results 
In this section, we state and prove our main results when a group acts on an arbitrary hyperbolic 
space (X, d). 
Lemma 4.1. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and 
rl E r2 be two subgroups of r. Let rl be non-elementary geometrically jnite, and for any 
y E r2, yrly-l c r,. Then [r2 : rl] isfinite and alsofor any y E r2, yrIy-’ = FL. In 
particular, the index of I’, in its normalizer is$nite. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, for any y E r2, we have yrt y-’ = rt and [(I’,, v) : r,] < co. 
Moreover, by definition of R and P in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we have [rz : r,] < P. I7 
The above lemma is very important for hyperbolic groups. It is stated without proof in [3]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d), and To 
be a subgroup of r. Then r is geometrically$nite if and only if ro is geometricallyjnite. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
We now prove the following proposition which is a generalization of a theorem about free 
groups in [14]. 
Proposition 4.3. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d), rl 
and r2 be two subgroups of r, and suppose rl is geometricallyfinite. If rl fl rz is non-elementary 
and 
[rj : rl n r,] < 00, i 6 i < 2 
then 
[rl v r2 : rl n r,] < 00. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, rt fl I’2 and r2 are geometrically finite, and from Lemma 3.1 1\ := 
ar, = w2 = qr, n r,). 
Let y be an arbitrary element of rt v r2, then there exist elements yl, , . . , y,/rt E rl U r2 
such that y = ~1 . . . v,~. Thus applying Lemma 3.1 repeatedly, we have L,(i) = L,, o . . . o 
L,_, (L,,(i)) = A. Then by Lemma 3.1, the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d). If rl 
and r2 are two geometrically$nite subgroups of r, then rl fl r2 is also geometricallyjnite. 
Proof. Since rt and r2 are geometrically finite, there exists a compact subset K of X such that 
L(6’r;) g ri K, 1 6 i 6 2. Choose coset representatives {sh} and {tp} so that 
rl = Urosh, r2 = Urot,,. 
h fi 
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where To is ri n F2. Then 
k(arl) E rlK = r,(Usl(K)). 
c(ar2) s r2K = r&ii,(K)). 
P 
We now show that for only a finite number of representatives sh, we have sA( K) n L(?lr2) # 0. 
Supposethatsh(K)nC(ar2) # O,thenwehavesA(K)OTo(lJ,t,(K)) # O.Ontheotherhand, 
since r acts properly discontinuously on X, then for any y E ra the relation sh (K) 17 yr,, (K) # 0 
implies that there exist only a finite number elements g E r such that g = s;’ yt,. Also. for 
any YI, y2 E ro, if sL,iyiflr, = s;’ ~+f~~, then we have s~,s;’ yi = yztPzt,’ E To. Therefore 
Sj-ST’ , , tl12 t;,’ E r. and SO sA, = sAz, So,, = s/l>> YI = M. 
Thus we now obtain that there are only a finite number of elements So, t, and )/ E IO 
for which Q(K) fI ytcc( K) # 0. Therefore for only a finite number of elements .sb we have 
S;(K) n Lc(ar2) f 0. 
On the other hand, we know s*(K) n c(ar,) # 0 if and only if ro(sI,(K)) fl L(ar,) # 0; 
therefore by 1;(ara) 5 a(ari) E ro(Ui,sA(K)), there exist only a finite number sx, say 
A;., . . . )  sh,, such that 
wro) s ro(iJSA,w$ 0 
i=l 
Indeed, the above theorem is a generalization of Howson’s theorem (on 
state and prove a theorem which originally is given for Kleinian groups. 
free groups). We now 
Theorem 4.5. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X. d). lf‘ 
1’1 and rz are two geometrically jnite subgroups of r and rl fl r2 is non-elementary, then 
iqr, n r,) = ar, n x2. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove Jr, O 81Y2 2 a(ri n r?). Let x, v E ar, n 8r7 be distinct and 
let CY : R + X be a geodesic in X such that 
a(+cQ) =x. CY(-co) = y. 
Since I’i and [72 are geometrically finite, there exists a compact subset K G X such that 
riK C L(aI,), l<i<2. 
Therefore, there exist two sequences {{i}iE~ in Ii and (~i};~~ in lY2 such that for any i E N and 
any W E X, limj-*+oo ci(W) = lim;++% I]j (w) = x, t;(K) fl vi(K) fl Im CY # 0. Thus, in 
particular, for any i E N 
q;‘e;(K) f-I K # 0. 
On the other hand, since r acts properly discontinuously on X, there is only a finite number of 
elements g E r such that g(K) fl K # 0. Therefore, there are subsequences {&,, JrzEW and (q,, }rle,QG 
such that for any m, n E N, qi,‘.$;,, = qi,‘&,, , and then, we have 
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In addition, by definition of Gromov product and since lim,z++oa d(w, q,(zo)) = co, we have 
lim (Vi,,Ti,, (W)I%nl(W))w = 00, 
m-++CC 
then, by definition of 6’X, we obtain 
,,lt& rlin, rli,,(w) = m~~m)7in,(W) =X3 
in other words, x E a(ri fl r,). 0 
Defintion. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and g E r. 
We say g is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic, if 
card({g”(xc) : II E Z} n ax), 
is respectively 0, 1 or 2, where xo is an arbitrary element of X. 
Theorem 4.6. [1 J Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d). 
Then every element of r is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic. Moreover, the element g E r is 
hyperbolic if and only iffor some (arbitrary) x0 E X, the map 
is a quasi-geodesic. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let r actproperly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and g E r 
be hyperbolic. Then (g) is a non-elementary geometrically finite subgroup of r. 
Proof. By the above theorem, czg is a quasi-geodesic; and by Theorem 2.2, czg (+oo) and og (-co) 
are distinct. Therefore by Theorem 2.3, the proof follows. 0 
Definition. A group ru is called subpolycyclic, if there exists a subnormal series 
r. 2 rl 2 . . . 2 rn = (e), 
such that ri/ ri+i is isomorphic to Z or a finite group. 
Theorem 4.8. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and ro 
be a subpolycyclic and geometricallyjnite subgroup of r. Ifevery injinite order element of ro is 
hyperbolic, then I’0 is$nite or has an injinite cyclic subgroup withjnite index. 
Proof. Consider the subnormal series ru 2 ri 2 . . . 2 rll = (e), where ri/ ri+i is isomorphic 
to Z or a finite group. Suppose that k is the maximum number between 0 and n for which the 
group I’k is infinite. Without loss of generality, suppose that k > 0. By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 
4.7, the group rk is geometrically finite. Then by Corollary 4.1, the index of rk in rk-i is finite. 
Therefore by induction, the proof follows. 0 
Corollary 4.9. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and 
suppose that every injinite order element of I’ is hyperbolic. Then the growth degree (see [7]) of 
everyjinitely generated subgroup of r is equal to 0, 1 or 00. 
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Proof. By [7], a group is virtually nilpotent (i.e., has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index) if and 
only if it has finite (integer-valued) growth degree. Since every infinte finitely generated nilpotent 
group has an element with infinite order. Then the statement follows from Theorem 4.8. 0 
Corollary 4.10. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and 
every injinite order element be hyperbolic. Then no subgroup of r is isomorphic to the Baumslag- 
Solitar group 
Bk.1 = (x, y 1 yxky-’ = xl), k, 1 E & Ikl # III. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let TO be (xk) and ‘/ be y or y-‘. By Lemma 4.7, rC, 
is a non-elementary geometrically finite subgroup of r, therefore the proof follows from Lemma 
3.5 (5). 0 
Theorem 4.11. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X. d) and 
e\‘ery injnite order element be hyperbolic. If the growth degree of r is not equal to 1, then the 
center of r is torsion. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.8. 0 
Definition. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and g be 
a hyperbolic element of r. The elements g+ := cr,(+co), g- := (Y&--CO), of 8X are called the 
poles of g (with respect to X), where ayg, for some (arbitrary) x0 E X, is defined as follows 
UR : z ---+ x, n ++ g”(xo). 
The set of all poles (of hyperbolic elements) of r is called thepole of r and is denoted by P(r). 
Theorem 4.12. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X. d). Tc, 
be a geometricallyjinite subgroup of r and g be a hyperbolic element of r. If{g+, g-} C are. 
then there exists an element N E Z - (0) such that gN E To. 
Proof. Let a : Z + X be a geodesic in X with the set of endpoints {gf, g-}. By Theorem 
2.3, there exists an element v E N such that Im(cr,) S H,(Im(r), where CY~ is defined as 
(YR : Z -+ X, n H g”(cz(0)). 
Since ro is geometrically finite, there exists an element R E IV such that L(aro) E 
I’oB(cr(O), R). Therefore for every n E Z, there exists an element y,, E To such that 
d(g”(~(0)). ~,/,,(a(@)) 6 R + rl, or 
d(a(o), g-“v,,(a(O))) < R + q. 
On the other hand, since r acts properly discontinuously on X, there exist only a finite number 
of elements y E r, say 8,, . . . , 0, such that the set {v E r : d(a(O), v(cz(O))) 6 Iw + q} is 
equal to {Q,, . . &}. Therefore for any n E Z, there exists an element 1 6 P,~ < m such that 
gp”y,I = B,,,.Hence,thereareelementsi,j E Zsuchthati # j,g-‘yj = 8, = O,, = g-jvj. or 
g 
j-i _ 
- yj/j)/l-’ E ro. Cl 
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Theorem 4.13. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and 
rl be a geometrically$nite subgroup of r which contains a non-trivial normal subgroup of r 
and this normal subgroup has at least one hyperbolic element. Then the index of rl in r isjnite. 
Proof. Let r2 be a normal subgroup of r with a hyperbolic element y, and g be an arbitrary 
element of I’e. For every xa E X, by definition of Gromov product and hyperbolicity of y 
)l~~~(gY’*(xo)IgY~‘g-l (xo))xo = CQ. 
Since I2 is normal in r, by definition of a X and the above formula, we have L, ({ y +, y -}) C a rl, 
therefore the proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. 0 
Definition. Let r be an arbitrary group and ro be a subgroup of r. We say that ra satisfies the 
Burnside condition, if for every y E r there is an element ny E Z - {0} such that y’*y E l?o. 
Theorem 4.14. [8, Sect. 81 Let I’ act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space 
(X, d). If r has at least one hyperbolic element, then P(r) is dense in ar. 0 
Corollary 4.15. Let r act properly discontinuously on the proper hyperbolic space (X, d) and 
ro be a geometricallyflnite subgroup of ro which contains at least one hyperbolic element. Then 
I’0 satisfies the Burnside condition if and only if [I- : ro] < co. 
Proof. Suppose that y is an arbitrary hyperbolic element of r and r. satisfies the Bumside 
condition. Since y”y E ra, for some nY E Z - {0}, we obtain y+, y- E are; and therefore 
P(r) E are. Since are is closed in ax, we have ar c P(r) c ar,. Hence the proof follows 
immediately from Lemma 3.1. ??
5. Hyperbolic groups 
Let r be a group and S be a finite generating subset of r. Then for the word metric on r which 
we denote by ds (or briefly d), left-multiplication is an isometry. We denote the geometrical 
realization of Cayley graph of r by 9 = real (g(I’, S)). 9 becomes a geodesic space through 
scaling each edge by the interval [O,l] and defining the distance of two points in 5 as the inf of 
the lengths of all paths joining the two points. The effect of left-translation on the edges of 9 is 
defined so as to make each left-translation an isometry. 
We say that r is hyperbolic if 5 is a hyperbolic space. A subset Y of a hyperbolic space (X, d), 
fork > 0, is called k-quasi-convex (or briefly quasi-convex), if every geodesic of X with endpoints 
in Y, lies in a k-neighbourhood of Y. A subset Ia of hyperbolic group r is quasi-convex if its image 
under inclusion map i : r + 9 is quasi-convex (in 9). By Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, hyper- 
bolicity and quasi-convexity are independent of (finite) generating subset. Also, by Theorem 2.2, 
the boundary of a quasi-convex subgroup is independent of (finite) generating subset. 
We now study the action of a hyperbolic group on its boundary. In this special case, we show 
that one can recover some properties of hyperbolic groups. 
Proposition 5.1. Let r be a hyperbolic group. Then every subgroup of r acts properly discon- 
tinuously (by left-multiplication) on the proper hyperbolic space 9. 
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Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Proposition 5.2. Let r be a hyperbolic group and TO be a quasi-convex subgroup of r. Then T’o 
is a geometricallyjnite subgroup of r (with respect to 9). 
Proof. Let r0 be a quasi-convex subgroup of l?, then r. is finitely generated and the inclusion 
map i : ro -+ r is a quasi-isometry (see [3]). By Theorem 2.2, To is a hyperbolic group. Also. 
by Theorem 2.2, we can consider 8ro as the boundary of a hyperbolic space or as the boundary 
of the group ro with ro acting on the space 9 = !j(r, S). Therefore by Theorem 2.3, since the 
map i : r. -+ r is a quasi-isometry, the proof follows. 0 
Proposition 5.3. [l] Let r be a hyperbolic group and g E r. Then 
(1) g is hyperbolic ifand only ifo(g) = 00. 
(2) g is elliptic ifand only ifo(g) < 00. In particular, r does not have any parabolic elements. 
Proposition 5.4. [3] Let r be a hyperbolic group. Then each torsion subgroup of r isjnite. 
Corollary 5.5. Every injinite subgroup of a hyperbolic group is non-elementar?;. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4. 0 
By using the above Propositions, we can state and prove results similar to Sect. 3 and Sect. 4 
about hyperbolic groups. 
6. Free groups 
Results of Sections 3 and 4 can now be applied to the special case of free groups. The key is 
the following two propositions. 
Proposition 6.1. [3] Everyfree group (with$rzite rank) is hyperbolic. Moreover, a subgroup oj a 
free group is quasi-convex ifand only ifit is$nitely generated. 
Proposition 6.2. A subgroup of a free group (with&ire rank) is geometricallyfinite if and on/~ 
rf it is,finitely generated. 
Proof. It is not hard to see. 0 
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